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KHADERIA HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, VANIYAMBADI. 

STD: IX       SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE 

HISTORY – THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

Answer briefly: 

1. Write a note on three estate of france. 

 The clergy 

 The nobility 

 The commoners 

2. What was the tennis court oath? 

 The commoners took an oath that they formed a national assembly and constitution. 

 This is also called tennis court oath. 

3. Write any two results of French revolution? 

 Abolish absolute monarchy. 

 Destroyed feudalism. 

4. Who was Nepolean Bonaparte? 

 He was a Corsican 

 Ruler of france in 1799-1815. 

 Child of French revolution. 

5. Write a note on declaration of right of man and citizen? 

 Declaration of right of man and citizen was drafted on 12 august 1789. 

ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH: 

1. What were the economic causes of French revolution? 

 Exemption of unwanted taxes. 

 Collection of the Tithes from people. 

 Poverty and starvation death. 

 Joining the church with king against the people. 

 Unnecessary wars with other europian countries. 
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2. What were the results of French revolution? 

 Abolish absolute monarchy. 

 Destroyed feudalism. 

 Abolish the slavery. 

 Spread the idea of liberty, Equality and fratinity. 

 Secular foundation of education system. 

GEOGRAPHY- TRADE 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 

1. Define trade. 

 Exchange of goods and commodities either within the country or between the countries. 

2. Name some imports of Tamil Nadu? 

 Electrical machineries 

 Iron, Steel. 

 Vegetable fat and oil. 

3. Distinguish between import and export? 

IMPORT EXPORT 

Imports are the goods and services bought 

from overseas producers. 

Exports refer to goods and services sold for 

foreign currency. 

 

4. Distinguish between internal and international trade. 

INTERNAL TRADE INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

Trade carried within the domestic territory 

of a country. 

Trade carried between two or more 

countries . 
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ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH: 

 

1. Write a paragraph on uzhavar sandhai? 

 Uzhavar sandhai scheme was initiated for selling and buying of fruits and vegetables at fair 

price by the farmers. 

 The 1st Uzhavar sandhai was started in 1999 in Madurai. 

 There are 103 such uzhavar sandhai in the state. 

 Every day on an average of 1609MT of fruits and vegetables worth of Rupees 191.77 L are 

sold by 7526 farmers. 

 

2. Why trade is called an engine of growth? 

 It helps in the increase of foreign currency reserve. 

 It makes available all kinds of goods anywhere. 

 Trade increases technology transfer from one country to another. 

 It improves the welfare of the workers. 

 It helps to increases the total production of a country. 

TAMILNADU – POPULATION 

1. Distinguish between Birth rate and Death rate. 

BIRTH RATE DEATH RATE 

The annual number of lives birth per 1000 

people. 

The annual number of death per 1000 

people. 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

ANSWER IN BRIEF: 

1. What are the major environmental issues? 

 Urbanization 

 Deforestation 

 Global warming. 

 Pollution. 
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2. Define Global warming? 

 Rise of an earth temperature. 

 Due to the increase of CO2. 

3. Define deforestation? 

 Cutting down of trees. 

 Affected the quality of environmental temperature. 

4. Define Urbanisation? 

 It refer to increase inhabitant of people higher population with non agricultural occupations. 

5. What is pollution? 

 Substance release into an environment that cause harm to living organism and buildup 

structure air called pollution. 

6. Name some of the green house gases? 

 CO2 

 Nitrous Oxide 

 Methane. 

ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH: 

1. What are the effects of global warming? 

 Sea level will rise. 

 Some forest may disappear. 

 Season will be longer in some areas. 

 Increase rain fall. 

 Coral reef bleaching due to change in eco system. 

 

2. What are the adverse effects of deforestation? 

 Adversely effect bio diversity. 

 Results into soil erosion. 

 Reduce the usage of bio fertilizer. 

 Ruins the habitat of the plants and animals. 

 Diminishes fodder for cattle. 
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EQUILIBRIUM PRICE 

Answer Briefly: 

1. Define equilibrium price? 

 At a particular price the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied become equal at this 

price the quantity and the quantity sold will be equal . this price equalize the demand and 

supply. 

2. Define short period? 

 Supply can altered by some only and not fully. 

 Rise in demand increase the price slightly. 

 Fall in demand decrease the price slightly. 

 

ANSWER IN PARAGRAPH: 

1. How is the equilibrium price is determined? 

 At a particular price the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied become equal at this 

price the quantity and the quantity sold will be equal . this price equalize the demand and 

supply. 

Price in Rupees Demand in Kilos Supply in kilos 

20 5 1 

40 4 2 

60 3 3 

80 2 4 

100 1 5 

 When the price of mango is 20 demand is 5 kg and supply is 1 kg. 

 When the price rises and demand decrease. 

 At a particular price demand and supply become equal (i.e: Rs. 60 – 3Kg). 
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CAPTIONS (HISTORY) : 

1. ABSOLUTISM 

a. What was the French system of absolute monarchy dependent on?   

Ans: Divine right theory of Kingship. 

b. Who supports this theory?       Ans: Church 

c. What was the state general?          Ans: Clergy, Nobility & Commoners 

d. When was it convened last before the revolution? Ans: 1614 

2. STORMING OF BASTILLE 

a. When was the prison of bastille stormed?       Ans: July 14, 1789 . 

b. What was the symbol of Royal Despotism?       Ans: Prison of Bastille. 

c. Which day was celebrated as the “day of liberty” for the nation? Ans: July 14, 1789 . 

d. Which was the significant incident in the cource of the French revolution? 

  Ans: Seige of Bastille. 

3. REIGN OF TERROR: 

a. When did the national convention meet?    Ans: 1792 

b. What was its declaration?      Ans: Republic 

c. Who headed the “committee of public safety?    Ans: Danton & Robespierre. 

d. What was the period of “Reign of terror in france?  Ans: Sep 1792- July 1794 
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